Super Summer Challenge 2021

Kingdoms of Wonder

Grand Prizes for Babies & Toddlers

Baby & Toddler Grand Prize

- Little Learner Castle Nesting Stacker
- Never Touch a Dragon Board Book
- Softy and Squeeze Animals
- Squishmallow Unicorn
- Top Bright Building Blocks
- Wizard Castle Play Tent
Super Summer Challenge 2021

Kingdoms of Wonder

Grand Prizes for Kids

Fantasy Read Grand Prize
- Dragonology
- Fairyopolis
- Glow in the Dark Blanket
- How to Train Your Dragon
- Punch Out Dragons
- Veesee Magic Book Lamp
- Wizard's Workshop

Magic Grand Prize
- Craftastic - Fairy Potions
- Jumbo Book of Magic Tricks
- Magic Wand
- Magical Wizard Adventure
- Paper Flying Dragons
- Scientific Explorer - Magic Science

Quest Grand Prize
- Craftastic - I Love Mythical Creatures
- National Geographic Blue Crystal Growing Lab
- Outdoor Explorer Kit
- Sticks and Stones
- Treasure X King's Gold
- Witch's Potion
- Wooden Castle Building Blocks
SUPER SUMMER CHALLENGE 2021
KINGDOMS OF WONDER
GRAND PRIZES FOR TEENS

ART GRAND PRIZE
• Instax Camera
• Photo Book

MUSIC GRAND PRIZE
• Guitar
• How-to-Book

EXPLORE GRAND PRIZE
• 3D-Printed Digital Sundial
• Astronomy Book
• Moon Light
• Telescope

MOVE GRAND PRIZE
• Glow in the Dark Basketball
• Head/Wrist Sweatband
• Sports Mat
• Water Bottle
• Wired Earbuds
• Wireless Earbuds

READ GRAND PRIZE
• Booklight
• Bookmarks
• Fiction
• Graphic Novel
• Hooded Blanket
• Reading Journal
• Twinkle Lights
SUPER SUMMER CHALLENGE 2021

KINGDOMS OF WONDER

GRAND PRIZES FOR ADULTS

- **BUDS $100 GIFT CARD**
- **CHROMEBOOK WITH HOTSPOT**
- **HELLO BULK $100 GIFT CARD**
- **HOTELS.COM $100 GIFT CARD**
- **NATIONAL PARKS PASS**
  - Two winners!
- **OASIS GAMES $150 GIFT CARD**
  - Plus two games from Oasis Games!